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A rigorous model of a diffraction experiment utilizing a coherent, monochro-

matic, X-ray beam, focused by a Fresnel zone plate onto a thin, perfect, single-

crystal layer is presented. In this model, first the coherent wave emanating from

an ideal zone plate equipped with a direct-beam stop and order-sorting aperture

is computed. Then, diffraction of the focused wavefront by a thin silicon film

positioned at the primary focal spot is calculated. This diffracted wavefront is

propagated to the detector position, and the intensity distribution at the

detector plane is extracted. The predictions of this model agree quite well with

experimental data measured at the Center for Nanoscale Materials nanoprobe

instrument at Sector 26 of the Advanced Photon Source.

1. Introduction

Current X-ray nanodiffractometers use X-ray beams with

diameters in the range 25–50 nm (Chu et al., 2008; Mimura et

al., 2007; Schroer et al., 2005; Maser, Stephenson, Shu et al.,

2004). True nanometre-sized (<10 nm) beams are expected in

the near future (Maser, Stephenson, Vogt et al., 2004; Kang et

al., 2008; Yan, 2009). These beams are very divergent (of the

order of milliradians for wavelengths of�1 Å) and necessarily

have high spatial coherence, as coherent illumination is

required to achieve diffraction-limited resolution from optical

systems. When such a wavefront is used for diffraction analysis

of crystalline materials, computation of the resulting scattering

pattern requires an accurate representation of the spatial and

angular incident-beam distribution at the sample, a proper

model of the scattering mechanism(s) within the sample, and

propagation of the resulting coherent wavefront from sample

to detector (Yan et al., 2008).

An accurate model of the incident beam on the sample

surface must incorporate all optical components encountered

by the incident wavefront before impinging on the sample. In

this paper we model Fresnel phase zone plates (ZPs), which to

date have achieved the highest spatial resolution in the hard

X-ray range. ZPs consist of concentric zones with alternating

susceptibilities so that the amplitude and phase of the incident

wave is modulated in these alternating zones. Diffraction of

the incident wave produces multiple orders of focii along the

axis of the ZP, and the desired focus is chosen by an order-

sorting aperture (OSA), as in Fig. 1. A significant fraction of

the direct beam passes undiffracted through the ZP. This is

prevented from reaching the sample by using a central stop

(CS) and an OSA. These additional optical components also

modify the incident-beam distribution.

Several recent studies (Yan et al., 2008; Kohn & Kazimirov,

2007; Kazimirov et al., 2009) have modeled the diffracted

waves excited by coherently focused incident X-ray beams

from single crystals. Yan et al. (2008) considered the incident

beam as a point source emitting a spherical wave, and modeled

the evolution of the diffracted wave from a perfect or weakly

deformed single-crystal sample. Kohn & Kazimirov (2007)

modeled a topographic technique in which an ideal Gaussian

X-ray beam focused by a parabolic refractive lens was

diffracted in the Bragg geometry from a single-crystal

substrate–epitaxial layer composite, and the one-dimensional

Figure 1
Schematic of a beamline with a Fresnel zone plate (ZP) focusing optic. A
central stop (CS) is attached to the ZP to stop the zeroth-order beam. The
dotted lines represent the focusing of the wavefield for the first- and third-
order focal spots. An order-sorting aperture (OSA) is placed close to the
primary focal spot to choose the focus diffraction order. The sample is
placed at the primary focal spot.



(linear) distribution of intensity with position was recorded by

a detector placed at the focus of the lens. In an extension of

this technique, Kazimirov et al. (2009) used a Fresnel zone

plate to focus the beam and a CCD detector to record the two-

dimensional diffraction image from silicon-on-insulator thin

films. The cross section of the measured data at the diffraction

plane showed qualitative agreement with the model calcula-

tions of one-dimensional intensity variations with spatial

position. Each of these models treat relatively simple incident-

beam profiles and use one-dimensional formulations to

calculate the spatial variation of scattered intensity. To our

knowledge, there have been no models that account for the

full focused wavefield expected from a Fresnel zone plate

defined by a set of vendor-supplied specifications or the two-

dimensional topographic images that would be observed when

the diffracted beam from a single-crystal sample illuminated

by such an incident focused beam is recorded by a two-

dimensional detector. In this paper we address these issues.

In what follows, a diffraction experiment utilizing a phase

zone plate focusing optic and a CCD detector is modeled. In

this model the Fresnel diffraction formula is used to calculate

the complete focused wavefield emanating from an ideal phase

zone plate. The simulation incorporates the effects of the

central stop and the order-sorting aperture. Using this incident

beam and kinematic scattering theory, the diffracted wave

from a thin, perfect, Si layer placed at the first-order focal spot

is calculated. This wave is then propagated to a two-dimen-

sional detector, and the intensity pattern that would be

recorded is constructed. The incident- and diffracted-beam

computations are then compared with experimental data

measured with the Center for Nanoscale Materials (CNM)

Hard X-ray Nanoprobe at Sector 26-ID-C of the Advanced

Photon Source (APS).

2. Theory

To simulate the diffracted wavefield from a thin film illumi-

nated with a convergent, coherent nanobeam, we follow the

method outlined by Yan et al. (2008). This framework uses the

theories of free-space wave propagation and crystal diffrac-

tion, both of which are well known (Goodman, 1996; Authier,

2002). They are briefly reviewed here to establish notation.

2.1. Fresnel wave propagation

We define the Fresnel diffraction integral operator by

Rz½f �ðxÞ ¼

�
ðf � gzÞðxÞ; z> 0;
f ðxÞ; z ¼ 0;

ð1Þ

where gzðxÞ is the convolution kernel

gzðxÞ ¼
expð2�ikzÞ

i�z
exp

�
i�k

z
jxj2

�
:

If we consider U0ðxÞ to be a monochromatic, scalar, elec-

tromagnetic field (with wavelength � ¼ 1=k) measured at an

aperture, the wavefield at a distance z from the aperture,

UzðxÞ, can be described in the Fresnel approximation by

UzðxÞ ¼ Rz½U0�ðxÞ (Goodman, 1996). We interchangeably use

‘aperture function’ and wavefield at z ¼ 0 throughout. For a

radially symmetric aperture function f ðxÞ ¼ f ð�Þ, we rewrite

equation (1) in polar coordinates, and integrate over the

angular coordinate to yield the simpler expression

Rz½f �ðrÞ ¼ 2�
expð2�ikzÞ

i�z
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�
i
�k

z
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�

�
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� d�; ð2Þ

where J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind.

The integral in equation (2) may be referred to as the Hankel

transform of order zero or the radial Fourier transform. In this

paper, we will use the uniqueness property of the Fresnel

diffraction integral, which can be stated asRz1þz2
f ¼ Rz1

Rz2
f

for all z1; z2 � 0.

In the Fraunhofer approximation, the wavefield a distance z

from the aperture is written

UzðxÞ ¼
1

i�z
exp ð2�ikzÞ exp

�
i
�k

z
jxj2

�
F½U0�

�
x

�z

�
; ð3Þ

where F½f �ðkÞ ¼
R

f ðxÞ expð�2�i k � xÞ dx is the Fourier

transform. This approximation is valid when the (dimension-

less) Fresnel number, F ¼ a2=ð�zÞ, is small (F 	 1), where a is

the characteristic width of the aperture function (Goodman,

1996). Following Yan et al. (2008), we can also define an

angular Fresnel number, YA ¼ �
2z=�, where � is the char-

acteristic width of the Fourier transform of the aperture

function. The far-field approximation is valid when YA 
 1.

2.2. X-ray diffraction from a thin film

To model diffraction from a thin film, we consider a kine-

matically scattering sample with structure factor Fh and reci-

procal lattice vector h. The diffracted angular spectrum

Ahðki; kdÞ for a unit plane wave with wavevector ki and

diffracted wavevector kd is given by

Ahðki; kdÞ ¼ ðFh=vcÞ
R
V

exp 2�i�kh � xð Þ dx; ð4Þ

where vc is the unit-cell volume, V is the crystal domain and

�kh � kd � ki � h (Authier, 2002). When �kh ¼ 0, the Bragg

condition is satisfied and the diffracted intensity exhibits a

maximum. We note that, for equation (4) to be valid, the

thickness of the (single-crystal) thin film along the diffraction

vector must be smaller than the extinction depth, te, of the

material. For films appreciably thicker than te, dynamical

diffraction formulations (Yan et al., 2007) must be used.

Let us consider a thin film with thickness tf in the ẑz direc-

tion, and infinite in the x̂xŷy plane. Furthermore, let us assume

that the crystal and sample coordinate systems are aligned

such that h and ẑz are antiparallel. In this case, the integrals in

the x̂x and ŷy directions in equation (4) are Dirac � functions,

yielding

Ahðki; kdÞ / �ð�khxÞ �ð�khyÞ
R tf

0 expði2��khzzÞ dz

/ �ð�khxÞ �ð�khyÞ sinc �ðkdz þ kiz � hzÞtf

� �
: ð5Þ
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In a traditional radial scan (i.e. scans along h) of a

symmetric reflection for a thin film, �khx ¼ �khy ¼ 0 and

kdz þ kiz � hz ¼ 2ðsin � � sin �BÞ=�, where � is the angle

between the incident beam and the sample surface, and �B is

the Bragg angle of the reflection. The diffracted intensity is

given by

Ið�2�Þ / jAhj
2
/ sinc2 �tf cos �B�2�=�ð Þ; ð6Þ

where �2� ¼ 2� � 2�B. Equation (6) predicts a central peak

bracketed by fringe peaks.1 The FWHM of the diffraction

peak, �t, can be calculated from equation (6), which yields the

classical Scherrer equation (Ying et al., 2009)

�t ’
0:886�

tf cos �B

: ð7Þ

The radial scan is also sensitive to the lattice strain, ", along h.

The strain is measured as a peak shift �2� relative to �B and is

given by

" ¼
sin �B

sinð�B þ��Þ
� 1; ð8Þ

where �� ¼ �2�=2. It is important to note that the angular

coordinate 2� (thus �t and �2�) is measured with respect to

the incident wavevector ki.

3. Simulations

In this section, we compute the spatial intensity distributions

using the equations from x2. Numerical values used in the

calculations are tabulated in Table 1. These values were

selected to match the experimental settings that are described

in x4.

3.1. Incident-beam simulation

We consider a monochromatic plane wave of unit amplitude

in the hard X-ray spectrum incident on an ideal Fresnel ZP.

The ZP consists of alternating concentric rings of material

(zones) of decreasing width. Light passing through odd zones

is given a phase shift ’ZP ¼ ð2�=�Þðn� 1ÞtZP, where n is the

index of refraction and tZP is the thickness of the ZP (Jones,

1969). This is an idealization of the ‘staggered spoke’ zone

plate structure used in the experiment and described by Feng

et al. (2007). Each zone is bounded between radii given by

fðm� 1=2Þ�lfg
1=2
 r  fðmþ 1=2Þ�lfg

1=2 for 0<m  NZP,

where m is the integer order of the zone and NZP is the order

of the outermost zone. For the m ¼ 0 zone, 0  r  ð�lf=2Þ1=2.

Thus, the wavefield measured in the aperture of the ZP is

UZPðrÞ ¼

(
exp i’ZPð Þ for odd zones;
1 for even zones;
0 for r � fðNZP þ 1=2Þ�lfg

1=2:
ð9Þ

A central stop with radius RCS is attached to the ZP and the

X-rays propagate through this region with an additional phase

shift ’CS. The composite aperture function is

U0ðrÞ ¼

�
UZPðrÞ exp i’CS

� �
for r<RCS;

UZPðrÞ otherwise;
ð10Þ

with ’CS ¼ ð2�=�Þðn� 1ÞtCS, where tCS is the thickness of the

central stop.

To calculate the wavefield downstream of the OSA, we need

to first calculate the wavefield at the OSA, UOSA, by applying

the radially symmetric Fresnel diffraction integral operator

[equation (2)] to U0 in equation (10). The one-dimensional

integral in equation (2) is piecewise smooth over each zone

and computed using a recursive adaptive Simpson quadrature

rule. Because of the thickness and material of the OSA, it

effectively truncates the wavefield for r>ROSA so, at the

downstream side of the OSA, we have

UOSAðrÞ ¼

�
RlOSA
½U0�ðrÞ for r<ROSA;

0 otherwise:
ð11Þ

The subscript OSA on the field U is a label, while the subscript

(lOSA) on the Fresnel operator R is the distance of propaga-

tion. We now use the uniqueness property of the Fresnel

integral operator to continue the beam from the OSA to the

focal spot or past the focal spot to the CCD detector. This

integral in equation (2) was simply calculated using the

trapezoid rule with a 0.05 nm discretization.

This two-step wave propagation process was used to

generate a plot of the amplitude downstream of the ZP, and

the log of the amplitude is plotted in Fig. 2(a). The simulation

shows that the central portion of the straight-through beam is

blocked by the central stop. Most of the incident beam is seen

to pass straight through the ZP, while the diffracted wavefield

converges for multiple orders of focii. The focal order is
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Table 1
Numerical values used in the simulations.

The zone plate and central stop are both gold; the order-sorting aperture is
platinum–iridium.

Instrument
E 11.2 keV
� 1:107� 10�10 m
k 9:033� 109 m�1

Zone plate
NZP 1385
RZP 66:5� 10�6 m
�r 24� 10�9 m
lf 28:8346� 10�3 m
n 1� ð2:3193� 10�5 � 1:4665� 10�6iÞ
tZP 300� 10�9 m
’ZP �ð0:1257� 0:0079iÞ�

Central stop
RCS 30� 10�6 m
tCS 80� 10�6 m
’CS �ð33:5219� 2:1196iÞ�

Order-sorting aperture
ROSA 15� 10�6 m
lOSA 25:8347� 10�3 m

CCD
lSD 700 mm

1 This result is the manifestation of the Pendellösung effect in this formulation
of the diffracted intensity.



selected by the order-sorting aperture, which is placed at

z ¼ lOSA for the primary focus spot. Here, only the focused

wavefield within the radius of the OSA is allowed to propagate

through. We note the Fresnel approximation used in this

simulation is invalid for z near the ZP and OSA, and the

scattering at the OSA is a result of this approximation.

The field at the focal spot is given by

UfðrÞ ¼ Rlf�lOSA
½UOSA�ðrÞ; ð12Þ

with the amplitude plotted in Fig. 2(b). The simulation shows

an intensity FWHM of 22.4 nm, slightly smaller than the

Rayleigh resolution 1:22�r ¼ 30 nm, where �r is the outer-

most zone width. This complex wavefield at the focal spot Uf is

used in x3.2 to simulate diffraction from a kinematically

scattering thin film.

As seen in Fig. 2(a), the focused incident beam diverges

from the focal spot as it propagates to the CCD detector. The

wavefield at the CCD detector is

UCCDðxÞ ¼ Rz½UOSA�ðrÞ; ð13Þ

where z ¼ lf � lOSA þ lSD is the distance from the OSA to the

detector. In Fig. 3(a) we plot the computed radial incident

wavefield intensity, normalized to the integrated intensity in

the nonzero region. The calculation uses a 1 mm step size at

the CCD and averages the intensity over 13 mm regions to

emulate CCD pixels. Our simulations show that these oscil-

lations are a consequence of the truncation of the wavefield by
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Figure 2
(a) Log of the amplitude of the wavefield generated from the ZP with the
CS and OSA considered. The OSA is at z ’ 26 mm. The primary focus of
the ZP is seen at z ’ 29 mm, with the divergent cone of radiation
propagating to large z. A central line of amplitude (two orders of
magnitude smaller than the focused amplitude) can be seen as a result of
the zone plate used in the model. (b) The amplitude of the wavefield at
the primary focal spot.

Figure 3
(a) The radial intensity distribution of the incident beam at the detector
plane (z ¼ 700 mm): computed (black and red), experimental (green and
blue). Using a central stop with half the thickness of the ideal central stop
(dashed red), a peak in intensity at R ¼ 0 is reproduced in the simulation.
(b) A simulated CCD image of the incident-beam intensity. (c) The
measured incident-beam intensity at the CCD. Slices of the radial
intensity distribution along þx̂x and �ŷy are plotted in (a) in green and
blue, respectively. Leakage from the central stop, seen in the center of the
annulus, saturated the CCD detector. The simulated plots are normalized
to the integrated intensity of the nonzero annulus. The experimental plots
are normalized to the integrated intensity of the slice along �ŷy.



the OSA, a physical realization of Gibb’s phenomena for

truncated Fourier series. In Fig. 3(b), we show the simulated

CCD image based on this calculated radial distribution. The

simulation shows a ring of intensity resulting from the incident

wave being limited in the center by the CS.

3.2. Thin-film diffraction simulation

A general wavefield incident on a sample, UiðxÞ, may be

decomposed into its angular spectrum by the Fourier trans-

form AiðkÞ ¼ F½Ui�ðkÞ. Each plane-wave component of the

incident beam excites a diffracted plane wave, which interferes

coherently with all other diffracted waves resulting from the

other incident plane-wave components (Yan et al., 2008). Thus,

the diffracted amplitude for a particular wavevector k0d can be

written as an integral over all components of the incident

angular spectrum,

Aðk0dÞ ¼
R

Aiðk
0
iÞAhðk

0
i; k0dÞ dk0i; ð14Þ

where k0d and k0i are two-dimensional wavevectors defined in

the sample coordinate system. It should be noted here that,

while Ahðki; kdÞ is a three-dimensional field, the third dimen-

sion (ẑz) is not independent of the other two and its magnitude

is given by kz ¼ ð�
�2 � jkj2Þ1=2. From equation (4), we see that

equation (14) is just a convolution (in Fourier space) of the

incident wavefield with the diffracted wavefield of a unit plane

wave from the sample.

In Fig. 4, we introduce the coordinate systems used to

simulate diffraction from the sample at the focal spot. To

compute the angular spectrum of the diffracted field at the

sample, Aðk0iÞ, we first interpolate the incident wavefield Uf

[equation (12)] into Cartesian coordinates using a piecewise

cubic hermite interpolating polynomial. The angular spectrum

at the focal spot AiðkiÞ can then be calculated numerically

using the fast Fourier transform. The wavefield Ufðx; yÞ is a

two-dimensional slice of the incident wavefield on the focal

plane, and the resulting Aiðkix; kiyÞ is defined strictly in two

dimensions. The third component is given by kiz ¼

f��2 � ðk2
ix þ k2

iyÞg
1=2. Finally, the coordinate system is rotated

by the transformation matrix

T ¼

"
sin �B 0 cos �B

0 1 0

� cos �B 0 sin �B

#

to obtain Aiðk
0
iÞ. We can now apply equation (14) to obtain the

diffracted field at the sample. For a symmetric reflection from

a thin-film sample, Ah is given by equation (5) and the Dirac �
functions require k0ix ¼ k0dx and k0iy ¼ k0dy for nonzero ampli-

tude. Therefore k0iz ¼ k0dz, and equation (14) simplifies to

Aðk0dÞ / Aiðk
0
dÞ sinc �ð2k0dz � hzÞtf

� �
: ð15Þ

It is seen that the diffracted angular spectrum for this sample

can be computed by point-wise multiplication of the incident-

beam spectrum (for each diffracted-beam coordinate) with the

sample diffraction function from a parallel plane wave.

To simulate the real-space diffracted wavefield as measured

by the CCD, USOIðx
00Þ, Aðk0dÞ is first rotated to the detector

(double-primed) coordinate system to obtain Aðk00dÞ. The real-

space diffracted wavefield at the sample is Udðx
00Þ ¼

F
�1
½A�ðx00Þ, which can be propagated to the CCD by utilizing

the Fraunhofer approximation since the angular Fresnel

number is large. For a 124 nm thin film, we approximate the

angular acceptance of the crystal � by the Scherrer equation

[equation (7)]. The angular Fresnel number YA ’ 105 for

z ¼ lSD, where lSD is the sample-to-detector distance. Thus, we

apply equation (3) to yield the far-field image as measured by

the CCD:

USOIðx
00
Þ / F½Ud� x00=�lSD

� �
: ð16Þ

Here we drop the phase terms since only the intensity is

measured at the detector. Unfolding equation (16), it is clear

that the real-space diffracted wavefield in the Fraunhofer

approximation is just the angular spectrum of the diffracted

wavefield at the sample:

USOIðx
00
Þ / A x00=�lSD

� �
: ð17Þ

This computation is normalized to the maximum intensity and

plotted on a log scale in Fig. 5(a). In the figure, the two main

vertical lobes of intensity correspond to the main diffraction

peak, with the central portion missing because of the central

stop. The ancillary intensity maxima on either side of the

primary peak, in x00, correspond to the thickness fringes

predicted by equation (6).

The approximate computation times for each part of the

simulation based on code implemented in Matlab 7.3 (The

Mathworks Inc., Natick, USA) and run on a 2.4 GHz Intel

Core 2 Quad processor are as follows: One (coarse grid)

vertical slice of Fig. 2(a) takes 16 s, with the entire mesh plot

taking approximately 1.5 h. The fine-grid vertical slice

computed at the OSA that was used to continue the wavefield

to the focal spot took 1 h. The diffraction computation

[equation (15)] for the thin-film sample takes a few seconds.

Thus within a few hours, the diffraction pattern from a kine-

matically scattering thin-film sample can be accurately calcu-

lated. We note here that, since the simulations conducted for

this manuscript were reasonably straightforward, extensions

of this formalism to asymmetric incident beams and kinema-
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Figure 4
Sketch of coordinate systems used, with the sample and detector set at the
Bragg condition. For a plane-wave component of the incident beam at an
angle �B þ�! to the sample surface, s0i , the symmetric condition is met
for a diffracted wavevector, s0d, that has an angle 2� ¼ 2�B þ�! with
respect to the incident beam. On the CCD, this (symmetric) diffracted
wavevector is �! from the perfect Bragg condition.



tically diffracting samples of finite size in three dimensions

should not be formidable. These extensions are currently

under investigation.

4. Experimental verification

To test the validity of the simulations presented in x3, we

conducted experiments at the CNM nanodiffractometer at

Sector 26-ID-C of the APS. Further details about this instru-

ment are given by Maser, Stephenson, Shu et al. (2004). In our

experiments the incident beam from the dual undulator source

of this beamline was monochromated via a double-crystal

Si(111) monochromator, with an energy resolution (�E=E) of

1:7� 10�4, tuned to 11.2 keV (� ¼ 1:107 Å). This mono-

chromatic beam was focused to nominally 30 nm by a ‘stag-

gered spoke’ Xradia Au Fresnel phase zone plate (Feng et al.,

2007) with a 24 nm outermost zone width, a 66.5 mm radius

(RZP) and a 30 mm-radius central stop (RCS) (Fig. 1). The focal

distance is about 29 mm from the ZP, with a depth of focus of

about 10 mm and an angular divergence of 2.4 mrad. A

250 mm-thick platinum–iridium (Pt:Ir, 95:5) order-sorting

aperture, with a radius (ROSA) of 15 mm, is located approxi-

mately 3 mm upstream of the focal spot.

A Princeton PIXIS-XF 2-D CCD detector consisting of a

1024 � 1024 array of 13 mm square pixels was used to record

X-ray intensities. At the sample-to-detector distance (lSD) of

700 mm, the angular resolution is 18.6 mrad (3.83 arcseconds),

with a total angular range of 19.05 mrad (1.09�). The angular

resolution is probably slightly poorer because of the point

spread function of the detector, which was not measured or

available. However, it is unlikely that the spread is larger than

�10 mm, as a short 1:1 fiber taper is used to image the phos-

phor screen. As we will show in the next section, �5 pixel

resolution (�0.005�) is adequate for the purposes of this

experiment; this is significantly larger than the expected point

spread of the detector.

The incident-beam intensity distribution was measured at a

distance of 700 mm from the focal point (Fig. 1) with the CCD

normal to the zone plate axis. The measured distribution is

shown in Fig. 3(c).

For the diffraction experiments, we used a commercially

available semiconductor-grade Soitec silicon-on-insulator

sample (Ying et al., 2009). This sample consisted of a crystal-
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Figure 5
(a) Simulated thin-film diffraction from a perfect zone plate with a central stop and order-sorting aperture, normalized to the maximum intensity. (b) The
measured 004 diffraction peak from SOI, normalized to the maximum intensity. Leakage from the central stop is seen in the center of the diffracted
intensity. Both (a) and (b) are plotted on a log scale to highlight thickness fringes on either side of the main peak. (c) A comparison between
experimental and simulated wavefield intensity integrated along y00. (d ) The simulated diffraction pattern plotted with a larger range of intensity.



line Si thin-film layer (the SOI layer), stacked on a 140 nm

SiO2 layer, which was on a 0.7 mm-thick Si(001)-type

substrate. The film thickness of the SOI layer was measured by

cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to be

124 (1) nm. This is an order of magnitude smaller than the

extinction depth of the 004 reflection at this energy and

ensured that the sample was scattering in the fully kinematical

mode. Because of the bonding procedure used to make these

samples, the [001] vector of the SOI layer is tilted by

approximately �0.4� with respect to the substrate [001]

direction. Consequently, it was possible to measure the

diffraction peak of the thin surface layer without interference

from the substrate peak. The SOI 004 reflection was found by

varying the sample angle �, and detector position 2�, to

maximize the intensity measured by the CCD; the peak was

found at a sample angle � = 24.02� with the CCD detector at

2� = 48.175�. The (two-dimensional) spatial distribution of the

diffracted intensity is shown in Fig. 5(b). To acquire this image

the CCD was exposed for 15 s and background corrected using

a 15 s dark-count image.

5. Discussion and conclusions

5.1. Incident-beam profile and analysis

Both the simulated and measured incident wavefields at the

CCD detector show an annulus of intensity (Fig. 3) resulting

from a combination of the central stop and the divergence of

the focused beam. Here both simulated and measured fields

are normalized by the integrated intensity over the nonzero

annulus, forcing both signals to have equal energy. While the

spatial distributions of the intensities agree quite well, there

are three differences that merit discussion: the experimentally

measured intensity is radially asymmetric, has less sharp edges

and features a bright spot at the center of the annulus.

To highlight the asymmetry in the measured incident beam

(Fig. 3c), we plot two slices of the radial distribution along þx̂x

and �ŷy in Fig. 3(a). The experimental data are normalized to

the integrated intensity of the latter. The slice along �ŷy

exhibits higher and more evenly distributed intensity than the

slice in þx̂x, in much better agreement with the ideal ZP

simulation.

The lack of symmetry in the measured incident beam may

be caused by manufacturing defects, time-dependent radiation

damage to the ZP or slight misalignment of the beamline

components. Our ability to model the first is impeded by the

lack of information from the manufacturer of this focusing

optic; the specification sheet does not include either a spatial

roughness distribution or an average roughness number. A

recent one-dimensional study of the roughness between zones

in the ZP has shown that, provided the zones are consistent

with equation (9) and the r.m.s. roughness is sufficiently small

compared to the outermost zone width, the ideal ZP

approximation is valid (Yan, 2009). Thus, we expect that small

radially symmetric r.m.s. roughness would not qualitatively

change the incident-beam intensity distribution. However, the

question remains whether a two-dimensional roughness model

could, at least partially, explain the asymmetry in the experi-

mentally measured incident-beam intensity. Using the same

reasoning, we did not include time-dependent radiation

damage or beamline misalignment in the model since we have

no data on these parameters. A detailed study of such effects is

beyond the scope of this paper and will be carried out sepa-

rately. At this time we can only conclude that the measured

profile indicates a non-ideal focusing optic.

The smoother edges of the measured intensity in Fig. 3(a)

are mainly due to the ZP defects discussed above. Other

contributing factors to the sharper edges of the model could

be diffuse scattering in the experiment, edge effects and/or

approximating the ‘staggered spoke’ structure of the actual ZP

by an ideal ZP in the simulation. While we have not accounted

for these, there is still good agreement between portions of the

measured incident beam and our model.

We attribute the bright spot at the center of the annulus in

the experimentally measured incident-beam CCD image

(Fig. 3c) to the use of a ‘thinner-than-expected’ central stop.

The central stop attenuates the amplitude of the undiffracted

(zeroth-order) wavefield and also adds an extra phase shift so

the diffracted wavefield does not constructively interfere at

the focal spot. For a thinner CS, more of the undiffracted beam

would pass, resulting in a brighter spot of intensity at the CCD

detector with a matching diameter (80 mm). To demonstrate

this, we considered a CS with half of the thickness specified by

the manufacturer. This led to a decrease of attenuation of the

zeroth-order beam by a factor of 780 in the CS. The resulting

wavefield at the CCD detector (dashed red line in Fig. 3a)

does feature a bright central spot, which would illuminate only

the central few pixels of the CCD.

Another phenomenon that could result in a bright central

spot is the presence of higher harmonics from the dual

undulator source. This is unlikely for two reasons. First, the

upstream mirrors at the 26-ID-C beamline have an energy cut-

off of about 12 keV and should prevent these higher-energy

photons from reaching the zone plate. Second, layers of

aluminium foil were used as attenuators to prevent damage to

the CCD while measuring the incident beam. As the amount

of attenuation was increased, the central spot intensity was

observed to decrease at the same rate as the (focused) ring of

intensity. We concluded that the central spot is primarily of the

same energy as the focused X-rays, and any effect of the

higher harmonics was secondary.

5.2. Diffracted beam profile and analysis

The simulated and experimentally measured diffraction

patterns are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. In these

images the x00 coordinates correspond to the 2� direction, and

the plotted intensities have been normalized by the maximum

peak intensity. Qualitatively, the simulated and measured

patterns look similar. In both, the central portion of the main

diffraction peak is shadowed by the central stop, and thickness

fringes with lower intensities bracket the main peak (in x00).

There is also reasonable agreement in the real-space position,

breadth and relative intensities of the peak features.
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The differences between the simulated and measured

diffraction patterns can be attributed to the incident-beam

spectrum. The bright spot at the center of the experimental

pattern is due to leakage of the zeroth-order beam through the

central stop. As with the incident-beam distribution (Fig. 3c),

the lower lobes of the diffracted signal (y00< 0) are more

intense than the upper lobes. These intensity artifacts are

predicted by equation (15): the diffracted amplitude for a

particular wavevector is just the thin-film-diffracted amplitude

(from a plane-parallel wave) modulated by the incident-beam

amplitude. Thus, any imperfections in the incident-beam

distribution will have a linear effect on the measured

diffraction signal. Interpretation of such artifacts is much

easier if a test sample with a simple diffraction function is

chosen.

The SOI thin-film layer is such an ideal test sample. First,

the small thickness gives an angular Fresnel number that is

much greater than unity. For almost any placement of detector

the Fraunhofer approximation is valid for the measured

diffracted intensity. Thus, while the diffracted signal measured

by the two-dimensional CCD is a real-space intensity distri-

bution, it is simply the rescaling of the diffracted angular

spectrum found at the sample. For films thicker than the

extinction depth, dynamical diffraction simulations may be

required. As shown by Yan et al. (2008), the Fraunhofer

approximation becomes invalid in such cases for most detector

positions. This leads to complex real-space diffracted intensity

distributions, especially if strain gradients are present (Yan et

al., 2007).

In addition to the effects from the thickness, the thin film

can be considered to be infinite in the plane of the film, leading

to equation (5), and subsequently equation (15). The latter

explains the intensity artifacts that are found in the measured

diffracted intensity that result from the incident beam. The

former states that the only appreciable intensity can be

measured when the difference between a diffracted- and an

incident-beam vector is colinear with the reciprocal lattice

vector (i.e. �khx ¼ �khy ¼ 0). For a symmetric reflection, this

condition is satisfied when components of the incident and

diffracted spectra make symmetric angles with the sample

surface. Because of the large divergence of the incident beam

and the large angular acceptance of the detector, a single CCD

image contains information from the entire radial scan about

the Bragg condition. However, it is not a true radial scan since

each angular position on the detector does not maintain a 2:1

ratio with the (fixed) sample angle. For samples with finite

lateral domains, the symmetric requirement for the incident

and diffracted components is relaxed and each spatial position

on the detector will contain scattered information from a

range of incident-beam angular components. In these cases,

distinguishing between intensity distributions from the sample

versus incident-beam artifacts becomes nontrivial.

To obtain quantitative information from the two-dimen-

sional diffraction patterns, the intensity along the y00 axis can

be integrated at each x00 position. The resulting intensity versus

x00 plot is equivalent to a traditional detector scan across the

diffraction peak, where the slit width is given by the pixel size

(or the effective pixel size corrected by the point spread

function of a non-ideal CCD detector). In Fig. 5(c) the results

of this integration, with the slit width set to 13 mm (1 pixel), are

shown for both experimental and simulated data. While the

resolution of the experimental curve is lower than that of the

theoretical one, there is good agreement between the two

curves. We note that, in the case of the experimental data, the

spurious intensities within the shadow of the central stop are

excluded from the integration.

For analysis of peak position and peak shape, the spatial

coordinate x00 must be transformed into angular coordinates,

with �2� ’ x00=lSD. The angular coordinates obtained in this

manner are marked on the top abscissa of Fig. 5(c). For the

experimental intensity versus �2� data, the Scherrer equation

[equation (7)] yields a film thickness of 220 (6) nm, while the

film thickness obtained from the period of the thickness

fringes is 244 (8) nm. These values are almost double the

actual film thickness measured by cross-sectional TEM.

Applying these formalisms to the simulated diffraction profile

yields a film thickness of 248 nm for both cases, exactly twice

the input sample thickness.

The reason for this discrepancy can be understood by

comparing the geometry of a traditional radial scan with the

geometry of this experiment. Let us first consider the tradi-

tional radial scan with a perfect parallel plane wave incident

on the sample [as used to derive equations (7) and (8)]. For a

symmetric reflection at the perfect Bragg condition, both the

incident and diffracted wavevectors are inclined to the sample

surface by �B. If the sample is rotated by an amountþ�! from

the Bragg condition, the angle between the incident beam and

the sample surface increases to �B þ�!. At this point, the

angle between the wavevector captured by the point detector

(which has not yet been moved) and the sample surface is

�B ��!. To maintain the symmetric geometry of the radial

scan, where the incident and scattered beams make equal

angles with the sample surface, the detector angle must be

increased by 2�!. The deviation of the (symmetric) scattered

vector from the perfect Bragg condition, with respect to the

transmitted beam, is �2� ¼ 2�!. Now let us consider the

geometry of this experiment. We have a divergent beam

incident on a stationary sample, with the scattered intensity

measured by a CCD (Fig. 4). The central axis of the incident

beam makes an angle �B with respect to the sample surface.

For an incident-beam divergence �>�!, there exists a plane-

wave component of the incident beam s0i that makes an angle

�B þ�! with respect to the sample surface. The scattered

wavevector s0d that satisfies the symmetric scanning condition

of the radial scan also makes this angle with respect to the

sample surface. The deviation from the Bragg condition (in 2�)

is therefore �2� ¼ �!, half of the deviation observed in the

traditional case using a sample rotation. Thus, any quantity

that is measured relative to a reference value in 2�, such as

peak shifts, peak breadths or fringe periodicity, are only half as

large as would be measured when sample rotations are

required. Applying this coordinate correction factor of 2 to the

experimental intensity versus �2� data, the Scherrer equation

yields a film thickness of 110 (3) nm, while the period of
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thickness fringes gives 122 (4) nm. Analysis of the simulated

diffraction profile yields the exact film thickness used in the

simulation, 124 nm, for both methods.

In addition to this coordinate correction factor of 2, there is

another difference between the traditional radial scan and the

one used in this experiment: the incident wavevectors

recorded at different angular positions are not equivalent. As

described above, a traditional radial scan rotates the sample so

that the same plane wave, with the same intensity, is incident

on the sample at different angles �. However, in the case of this

experiment, different angular components of the divergent

incident beam are used. It is only because the integrated

intensity of the incident beam (along y00) in the region within

the FWHM of the diffraction peak is relatively constant that

the Scherrer analysis gives a fairly accurate result. For incident

beams with nonconstant angular intensity distributions,

different ‘Scherrer-like’ equations can be derived.

The period of the thickness fringes, on the other hand, does

not depend on the absolute intensity and yields the correct

film thickness even when aberrations in peak intensity and

shape occur. This technique should be preferred over the

Scherrer analysis whenever possible. Thickness fringe analysis

from small (perfect) domains would be enhanced by the

availability of two-dimensional detectors with lower back-

ground and higher dynamic range. In our experimental data

(Fig. 5c), the second set of thickness fringes are barely

measurable above the background, while the third-order

fringes are fully resolved in the simulated pattern. If we plot

the simulated profile with an expanded intensity range, even

more fringes become visible. This is shown in Fig. 5(d). If

higher-resolution detectors enable the acquisition of such

images, full-profile fitting of the one-dimensional compressed

images could be employed for data analysis. Such analysis

should take into account the presence of complete and

incomplete (partially blocked) features.

We conclude that diffraction experiments using coherently

focused X-ray beams via phase-retarding zone plates can

generate complex scattering profiles even from simple

samples. In particular, manufacturing defects or radiation

damage in the focusing optic can add features into the

diffracted signal that may be misinterpreted as originating

from the sample. To obtain quantitative structural information

from such images requires comprehensive full-field physics-

based modeling of the relevant wavefields. Simplified one-

dimensional models may not be adequate for this purpose.

6. Summary

A physics-based model that simulates a diffraction experiment

with a Fresnel phase-retarding zone plate as the focusing optic,

a kinematically diffracting single-crystal thin film as the

specimen and a two-dimensional CCD as the detector is

presented. It can be used to predict the two-dimensional

wavefield at any point of the flight path of the photons. We

used this model to simulate a diffraction experiment on the

APS-CNM Nanoprobe instrument, and compared the simu-

lated images with actual measurements. The results show

reasonable agreement and demonstrate how forward

modeling is needed for evaluation of the focusing optics and

for quantitative analysis and interpretation of measurements

utilizing coherent, focused beams. The formalisms presented

are extendable to other geometrical configurations, and allow

detailed understanding of the interaction of a focused,

coherent wavefront with diffracting structures.
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